NECAP Percent Proficient or above for Program Level

Math Teaching Year Report for School

CSI Charter School-28575-CSI Charter School

Fall NECAP results for students who attended this School during the academic year prior to the year reported (teaching results). Grade is the fall testing grade, Year is the Fall Testing Year. Line 1: Percent Proficient or above, Line 2: Avg Scaled Score, Line 3: Number Tested

Note: This report includes NECAP data only. Students who did not take the test for any reason are NOT included. The denominator for percent proficient is number of students tested by NECAP (which is not a true representation of the student population). A student's assignment to a school or district in this report is not contingent on continuous enrollment (as it is in AYP reporting). If less than 10 students are tested then data is not reported. Ethnic group designations have changed over time. Please see website for more information. Data source: Disaggregated results teaching year.